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Dear Ocate Cliffs family,

Ocate Cliffs is at a milestone point. The staff house is here, with its amenities, trails, beautiful views 
and serenity. Now it is ready for more intensive use. People can come one at a time or in groups, for 
short or long stays. We can arrange work exchange and pay for those staying longer. Food and housing 
is included for all those wanting to contribute their time.

I feel like we're sitting on an undiscovered gold mine, just waiting for a motivated person to come 
along who needs a place to live and wants to make a difference in the autistic rights movement. We had
four residents this summer, and we still need to create a larger ongoing core group to catalyze the 
energy to bring more people in. We need ongoing help with construction, outreach, hosting, and 
community building. 

Since this is the first year I've had a full time job, I have not been able to be there to host retreats or do 
a lot of outreach. I have some sadness about not being able to be there more, and not knowing how to 
get our message out any further than I've been able to. Stories of disability often have a wall - a thing 
that no matter how hard you try, you just cannot get past. These walls are not a matter of not trying hard
enough, or of not having the right attitude. They are our actual limitations, mostly not understood by 
others. The networking thing is my wall.

Speaking of walls, we have been working on them. Since the international work retreat (see July 
newsletter about that), we have gotten the building stucco on (green!) and worked on tile, drywall, and 
counters. Also there is indoor hot and cold running water!  Here is a picture of the new stucco and the 
completed patio wall that was built at the international retreat.





The picture above is our latest resident, Jen, working on laying countertop tile. She's here from 
Kentucky (via Mexico) for a few months, and would love to have more company.

Things YOU could do include: (1) coming up to help with floors and other finishing; (2) coming to live
for a while; (3) helping spread the word by getting the people you know to sign up for the newsletter.

And last of all, aren't the aspens fabulous in the fall?

Star Ford, Program Manager
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